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     The Coronavirus disease 2019
(COVID-19) is a pandemic that is
currently jeopardizing individual's
health, and negatively impacting
small business owners. Owners
across the globe are tirelessly
working to keep their companies
up and running. Workers and
clients are concerned for their
health and opt to stay home, until
the virus is under control.
     “We have had at least
a dozen caregivers
notify us that they do
not want to work
because they are afraid
that they are going to
get this virus,” said
Carolyn Quintanilla,
owner of Home Instead
Senior Care. 

     Quintanilla’s business provides
non-medical services to clients.
These services include personal
care, bathing, homemaking,
errands, appointments, etc.   
     "The Family Medical Leave
Act is going to have a major
impact on our cash flow because
we will not receive the tax credits,
until after the payroll has been
processed. However, we are going
to still have to pay our employees,
even though we are not receiving
income for those missed hours,”
stated Quintanilla.
     FMLA allows eligible workers to
take unpaid, job-protected leave
for identified family and medical
purposes with the continuation of
health insurance coverage, under
the same circumstances, as if the
employee had not taken leave.
     Bernie Murphy is the owner
and operator of West Coast Fire
Equipment as well as West Coast
Electrical and Lighting Services.
Murphy says that none of the
challenges he has faced compares
to COVID-19.

     “I never thought
after 31 years I would
be in a situation such as
this one. We are just
trying to survive it and
make it with the least
amount of harm to
our companies, as well
as to our employees,”
said Murphy.
     He went on to say that while
the government is trying to help
small businesses and the citizens,
the compensation process is
unclear. 
     Most small businesses such as
Quintanilla and Murphy’s, did not
plan for the hardships COVID-19
caused. It was an unexpected
pandemic that is challenging
many small businesses globally.
Small business owners should
encourage their employees to not
panic, wash their hands, and
practice social distancing.
Additionally, it is important for
owners to clearly follow the
appropriate guidelines
according to the CDC.


